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TESTIMONIALS

 The crew at Penn Ohio Rehabilitation work hard to ensure that you get
back to living your best life. They are knowledgeable, down to earth, and
care a whole lot! They are simply great people. I highly recommend them!
                                                                                                    -Carey C.

I was sent to Penn Ohio Rehabilitation in New Wilmington Pa by the
Veterans Administration. Boy they sure picked a wonderful rehab. Great
staff, very Covid clean and GREAT THERAPISTS! I HIGHLY RECOMMEND
THEM.
          - John D.

Awesome staff that really cares about their patients. They really know
what they’re doing here! I highly recommend! 
                                                                           -Eric H.

.

HAVE YOU BEEN EXPERIENCING NECK AND
SHOULDER PAIN? WHAT ABOUT HEADACHES?

 
YOUR POSTURE IS LIKELY THE ORIGIN OF THESE

SYMPTOMS.
 

SO DON'T TURN TO PAIN PILLS OR INJECTIONS TO
COVER UP THE PAIN...FIX YOUR POSTURE AND FIX

YOUR PAIN FOR GOOD 
 

LOOK AROUND (OR) IN THE MIRROR... IS YOUR HEAD
FORWARD? IS YOUR UPPER BACK ROUNDED? ARE

YOU STANDING UP STRAIGHT?
                                                     

 



HEADS UP,
SHOULDERS BACK

CHIN TUCK

Start by sitting or standing
with back straight.  While
staring straight forward, pull
your head backwards using
the muscles in the front of
your neck.  Keep your head
level with the floor at all
times.  Avoid tilting your head
either upward or downward
while pulling backwards.  Hold
5 seconds x10-15 reps.

Begin standing with a doorway
about 1-2 feet in front of you. 
 Bend the elbows of both arms
to 90 degrees, raise both arms
so the upper arms are parallel to
the floor, and place your
forearms on either side of the
doorway.  Step forward with one
foot so that it on in the other
side of the doorway.  Slowly
shift weight onto front foot until
you feel a stretch in your chest.
Hold 10 seconds x10 reps.

DOORWAY STRETCH
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"GOOD STANCE AND POSTURE
REFLECT A PROPER STATE OF MIND."

KNEELING HIP
FLEXOR STRETCH

Starting Position: Begin in half
kneeling. To stretch your right
hip, kneel on your right knee.
Movement: Before shifting your
weight forward, tilt your pelvis
posteriorly (or tuck your tailbone)
by engaging your core and your
right glute muscle. Make sure to
keep your hips square. Then,
gently shift your weight forward.
Tip: To increase the stretch,
reach over your head to the left
with your right arm (or) elevate
your rear leg. Hold 10 seconds x
10 reps each leg.

Begin by laying on your
stomach with arms
overhead. Lift your arms
over your head and your
legs up off the floor. Keep
your neck in a neutral
position by performing a
light chin tuck. Hold 5
seconds x15 reps.

SUPERMAN

-Morihei Ueshiba
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MOVEMENT IS
MEDICINE

SIDE-LYING
THORACIC ROTATION

Starting Position: Begin by lying on
your side with knees bent and your
hands together, directly in front of
you. 
Movement: Slowly lift your top arm
toward the ceiling, rotating through
your chest in order to reach as far
behind you as possible. Make sure
you follow your arm movement
with your head and keep your eyes
focused on your hand throughout
the entire exercise. Tip: Keep the
arm you are reaching with straight
throughout the entire exercise.
Hold for 5 seconds x 10 reps each
direction.

Starting Position: Stand facing a
doorway. Take a long TheraBand
piece, tie a knot in the middle, and
place it in the door at shoulder height
or wrap it at shoulder height around a
pole. Take a few steps back until you
achieve a comfortable tension in the
band. Engage your core muscles to
ensure that you do not compensate
with back movements. Movement: Lift
your arms to a 90 degree angle (in line
with your shoulders). Tighten the
glutes and the core, and squeeze the
shoulder blades backwards, keeping
the elbows locked, palms forward,  and
shoulders tight. Hold for 1-2 seconds
for 3 sets of 10 reps.

BANDED LOW ROW
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565 WEST NESHANNOCK AVENUE
NEW WILMINGTON, PA 16142
724-946-3313

NEW WILMINGTON

1599 NORTH HERMITAGE RD
HERMITAGE, PA 16148
724-962-7920

HERMITAGE

100 PERRY HIGHWAY, SUITE 110
HARMONY, PA 16037
412-499-4524

HARMONY
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CONSISTENCY IS
THE KEY TO
SUCCESS



REQUEST AN APPOINTMENT NOW

TREATING PEOPLE, 
                  NOT DIAGNOSES
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*Good posture is important for everyone...
However this is not a "one size fits all" approach.
If dealing with an injury or concerns with these
movements, then please don't hesitate to
schedule an in-person or phone consultation to
learn individualized exercises to meet your
needs.

https://sites.webpt.com/4887/request-an-appointment
https://sites.webpt.com/4887/request-an-appointment

